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NCAR/NOAA/FAA Launch Winter Icing and Storms Project

Scientists from NCAR's Research Applications Program (RAP) and Mesoscale and Microscale 
Meteorology Division (MMM) are key participants in the Winter Icing and Storms Project 
(WISP) 1990 field program, which will begin February 1 and end March 31. The field project 
will be conducted in the Front Range area of the Rocky Mountains from Fort Collins south to 
the Palmer Divide near Colorado Springs.

WISP is a six-year comprehensive program to study the production and depletion of 
supercooled liquid water in winter storms and to improve aircraft icing forecasts. The 
program is funded by the Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) and NSF, with major 
participation by NCAR and NOAA.

The FAA Icing Program, which is one component of WISP, is focusing on the development of 
in-flight aircraft icing forecast methods using data routinely available to the National 
Weather Service (NWS) and on basic research on the physical mechanisms responsible for 
creating supercooled liquid water in the atmosphere. In addition to the Icing Program, WISP 
researchers will study other aspects of winter storms, such as snow formation and 
distribution. This winter's research will concentrate on the effects of topography on storm 
structure, fronts and their movement and ice crystal growth .

Field operations will be coordinated from NCAR's RAP Operations Center at Flatiron West 
Office Park, which includes displays of radar data and aircraft tracks, radio communications 
equipment, CLASS (cross-chain Loran atmospheric sounding system) and PAM (portable 
automated mesonet) data displays and a weather workstation.

Facilities for WISP include NCAR's CP-3 five-centimeter radar, the FAA/NWS Mile High ten- 
centimeter radar, four CLASS sounding sites and 19 PAM stations. Aircraft flown during the 
WISP field program will be the University of Wyoming's King Air and the University of North 
Dakota's Citation. NOAA facilities include the Program for Regional Observing and 
Forecasting Services' mesonet, three dual-channel microwave radiometers, three wind 
profilers and radio acoustic sounding systems and a Denver Automated Weather Information 
Processing System for the 1990s (AWIPS-90) Risk Reduction and Requirements Evaluation 
weather workstation.

NCAR/RAP personnel involved include Roy Rasmussen, WISP project manager; Wayne Sand, 
WISP Scientific Steering Committee chair; and Marcia Politovich, the FAA Icing Program 
project manager. Other participating RAP personnel are Charles Chappell, Jeff Cole, Kim 
Elmore, Eric Farstad, Cathy Kessinger, William Mahoney and Rita Roberts. NCAR's MMM 
participants include William Cooper (MMM/ATD), Andrew Crook (half-time RAP), Andrew 
Heymsfield, Mitchell Moncrieff and Masataka Murakami, who is a visiting scientist half-time 
with RAP.
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